Please complete this form even if you are a “tourist”, listener, or uncertain about registering for the course. This will help us in planning this and future terms.

Name: ________________________________

E-mail Address: ________________________________

MIT Address and Extension: ________________________________

MIT Department (Course Number): ________________________________

Special Student? Yes No

Level/Year: Ph.D. S.M. M.Eng. Senior Junior

If Course 6 Grad, circle Research Area: I II III IV V VII

and how many years you have been in the graduate school: __________

If Course 6 Undergrad, circle Program: 6-1 6-2 6-3

Likelihood you will be taking 6.450 for credit: __________ %

Circle fluency levels in the prerequisite background:

Basic Probability (e.g., 6.041/431):
  minimal exposure thorough exposure fluent with concepts thorough mastery

Probabilistic Signals in Systems (e.g., 6.011):
  minimal exposure thorough exposure fluent with concepts thorough mastery

Linear Algebra (e.g., 18.06):
  minimal exposure thorough exposure fluent with concepts thorough mastery

If you plan to take the recitations, which of the following time slot(s) do NOT work for you: (circle)

Friday 10am Thursday 2pm Thursday 3pm Thursday 5pm